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About This Game

Test yourself for dexterity: dodge strikes, overcome many obstacles!

Lasers, blasters, grenades, flamethrowers and much more - everything will go to play.

Ready, Stick? FIGHT !!

Prepare to dodge, jump, and kill. This is a real lethal arena: here everyone is for himself.

Click and tap even faster! Grab bonuses, weapons and kill everyone around. Only the strongest stick will survive!

Make grandiose battles among your friends. This is the best fight stickman online!

FEATURES:
☺Pleasant graphics

☺Convenient operation
☺Bright stickman

☺Multiplayer
☺Killing games

☺Stick fight
☺Fighting
☺Tap tap
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☺War games
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Title: Stick Man Fight 3
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
vadimalexepta
Publisher:
vadimalexepta
Release Date: 12 Jul, 2018

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: Core 2 Duo or higher

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX11 Compatible GPU with 512 MB Video RAM

Storage: 350 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

English
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stickman fighting 3 game. stickman fight 3d. stickman fight 3 apk. stickman fight 3 player. stickman fight 3. stick man 3 fight
the game. stickman fight 3 mod apk. stickman fight 3 mod

Good concept but the game is a bit disordered. Buy only if you have cents to spend gg...... Why, i thought it was multiplayer but
no it was not that bad just being singleplayer but next how crappy it is the 3 computer bots or more. The bots keep aiming and
killing me first then its like watching a football match while your having a penalty i don't recomend getting this crappy game..
So disappointed, but for under $1.50 I'm not surprised. It's too bad really, I thought someone would have a stick fight perfected
for single player to fill the time when you can't find other players for the real deal.
But this game is not it. the controls are so broken you're pretty much flying deadstick (sorry).
The shooting is automatic,both tracking and firing(the former being too much better than the later), meaning it's all about the
guns and getting them first. thankfully the AI is so dumb that it's not to hard to do, even with the bad "ice floor" effect.
But if you don't get a gun, your defenseless because there is no melee, though somehow your gun can be stolen?
The weirdest thing, is that the "up" control in the input section is wrong, your jump is space bar?
I would rather play flag waving simulator with no wind than to see someone else pay for this bad game.. This Game Its Good
Bcs Its New And We Expect More Updates In The Future Like Multiplayer And Avatars More Weapons And That Make The
Game More Fun And We Are Waiting A Good Work From The Programers ^-^. Good concept but the game is a bit disordered.
Buy only if you have cents to spend gg...... This Game Its Good Bcs Its New And We Expect More Updates In The Future Like
Multiplayer And Avatars More Weapons And That Make The Game More Fun And We Are Waiting A Good Work From The
Programers ^-^. Why, i thought it was multiplayer but no it was not that bad just being singleplayer but next how crappy it is the
3 computer bots or more. The bots keep aiming and killing me first then its like watching a football match while your having a
penalty i don't recomend getting this crappy game.. So disappointed, but for under $1.50 I'm not surprised. It's too bad really, I
thought someone would have a stick fight perfected for single player to fill the time when you can't find other players for the
real deal.
But this game is not it. the controls are so broken you're pretty much flying deadstick (sorry).
The shooting is automatic,both tracking and firing(the former being too much better than the later), meaning it's all about the
guns and getting them first. thankfully the AI is so dumb that it's not to hard to do, even with the bad "ice floor" effect.
But if you don't get a gun, your defenseless because there is no melee, though somehow your gun can be stolen?
The weirdest thing, is that the "up" control in the input section is wrong, your jump is space bar?
I would rather play flag waving simulator with no wind than to see someone else pay for this bad game.
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